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Tan Chin Tuan Foundation Helps Senior Citizens Maintain Wellness
As long as a bar is fixed at the right height, with proper instructions given to the users,
this will become a healthcare facility that the elders can make use of any time.
Tan Chin Tuan Foundation started the < Project Solid Gold> (黄金年华) in 2008. The
Foundation installed mirror, bar, pulley, as well as hand and foot paddle wheel. It had
improved the facilities of many elders activities centre and homes for the aged.
Project Solid Gold consultant Mr. Calvin Goh pointed out that all these are simple
facilities. There is no need for the elders to worry about their own abilities.
He says that, “Not all activity centres have professional physical therapies or functional
medical officers to take care of the elders exercises on a full time basis. Simple activities
and facilities enable the elders to use the facilities independently. Most importantly is that
they move non-stop to prevent muscle atrophy or muscle degradation.
The next step of Tan Chin Tuan Foundation is produce an instructional exercise video, to
help the elders exercise on their own without professionals around.
Once these simple facilities are able to stimulate the elders’ desires to exercise, and a
fixed bar can be found, the elders naturally will work on some simple exercises. Their
chances of exercises will be improved.
Mr. Calvin Goh says that it costs only S$30/- to purchase a bar. It is convenient to change
to a new one even if it is spoiled. Same are the pulley and hand and foot paddle wheel.
These simple equipments are cheap to own, free from maintaining. The Foundation has
no worry on service and maintenance costs.
<People’s Park Yong-En Care Centre> is one of the centers whom the elders benefit in
exercising. The Centre had gone through a renovation end of 2008 to install pulley and
hand and foot paddle wheel at different height levels on the wall. In this way the elders
have more suitable spaces for exercising.
Yong En Centre Assistant Mr. Yang (杨汉文) says that with the new facilities:
1) Participating rate of the members has increased by 20%.
2) The members are more enthusiastic in exercises.
<Yong-En Care Centre>’ regular member Madam Lei (雷群英, 85 years old) discovers
that she walks faster and lighter, her hands and legs are more flexible after exercising in
the centre regularly.
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